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The Primary Objectives of This Research

- To build up, design and implement an agent-oriented Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for software agents such that we might delegate our full (or partial) authority to our mediator agents to do cyberspace activities, such as E-Commerce in legalized manner.

- To study the Web trust problem, especial the agent trust problem so that we can handle both human vs. agent and agent vs. agent’s trust, authentication, authorization, and delegation (all of them via certificates) issues.

- To consolidate the above research results and input these results to agent standard community, and Agent-Mediated E-Commerce (AMEC) community, such as FIPA.
Digital Certificate vs. PKI

- A digital certificate (or digital credential) is a signed assertion about a public key binds with some other piece of personal identifier information, such as unique name.

- In fact, digital certificate might include identity certificate, attributed certificate, and authorization certificate and the binding problem for these three certificate categories is a very important research issue.

- A public key infrastructure (PKI) is an infrastructure for a distributed environment that centers around the distribution and management of public keys and digital certificates.
Digital Certificate vs. PKI (conti.)
Certificate Triangle Relationship
Agent Trust and Delegation

- We did not yet examine the trust issues before human and agent(trustors) are granting the authorization to the agents(trustees) so trust is normally necessary but not sufficient conditions for delegation.

- We are concerning about the verification of trustworthiness and validation of agent-oriented Public Key Infrastructure(PKI) with its issuing identity and authorization certificates.
Agent-Oriented PKI

- A solid foundation framework for agent trust and delegation via certificate theory.

- X.509-Based PKI is based on a very limited trust model.

- X.509-Based PKI only provides name-oriented identity certificate via binding public key of an entity with its symbolic name.

- SPKI/SDSI provides authorization certificate for authority delegation.
Agent-Oriented PKI (conti.)

- The global X.509 Certification Authority (CA) provides the identity certificate services for human.

- Local X.509 CAs provide agent's identity certificate services.

- SPKI/SDSI authorization certificates are for both human/agent vs. agent/agent during authority delegation.
Agent-Oriented PKI
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Human Identity Certificate

Human identity certificate $I_h - Cert$ is defined as:

$$I_h - Cert = (ID_h, PU_h, Options)$$

where:
$ID_h$: human unique symbolic name.
$PU_h$: unique public key for human.
$Options$: optional parameters for human profiles, such as email address, birth date, etc.
Agent Identity Certificate

Agent identity certificate $I_a - Cert$ is defined as:

$$I_a - Cert = (ID_h\#ID_a, PU_a, Options)$$

where:

$ID_h\#ID_a$: the concatenation of human unique symbolic name $ID_h$ with agent symbolic name $ID_a$.

$PU_a$: unique public key for agent.

$Options$: optional parameters for agent profiles, such as agent name, network address, and validity life cycle, etc.
Human Authorization Certificate

The human authorization certificate $A_h - Cert$ is shown as a 5-tuple structure:

$$A_h - Cert = (PU_h, PU_a, A, D, V)$$

where:
- $PU_h$: human's public key for granting authorization.
- $PU_a$: agent’s public key for receiving authorization.
- $A$: authorization power for agent
- $D$: delegation bit with 0 or 1 value.
- $V$: validation period.
Agent Authorization Certificate

Agent authorization certificate can be shown as:

\[ A_a - Cert = (PU_{a_1}, PU_{a_2}, A, D, V) \]

When each agent authorization certificate was issued, this certificate must be signed by issuer agent \( a_1 \) private key to ensure its legal status.
Agent Trust and Delegation via Certificates

- The reasons for human to trust their agents and delegate their authority to these agents are: efficiency, convenience, fault tolerance.

- The most important one for agent’s delegation is that agents are cyberspace creatures.

- If you fully(partially) trust your agent subjectively, then we assume you might delegate your complete(partial) authority to your agents.
The trustor agent $x$ tries to achieve a goal $g$ via the delegation to trustee agent $y$.

There are “competence” and “disposition” belief problems shown in the agent authority delegation.

The authorization certificate itself is a “competence” token and the “disposition” belief is relative to the willingness of the trustee agent $y$ to finish the task.

The complete authority is denoted as speak for and the partial authority is denoted as speak for with role constraint as.
Certificate Chain Discovery Procedure

Agent-oriented PKI must have a mechanism to provide the certificate chain discovery mechanism for any human (or agent) to discover the peer side human’s (or agent’s) public keys.

We can easily verify the human/agent identity certificate and to do the delegation via human/agent authorization certificate.

The trust of identity certificate is to trust the legal status of human/agent symbolic name with its public key.

The trust of authorization certificate is to believe that the service request agent does have the authority with respect to the presented authorization certificates and these certificates are valid.
Certificate Chain Discovery Procedure (conti.)

Certificate Chain Discovery Procedure

//public key agent4 unknown
(1) User A ---> User B
(2) User B ---> Global CA
(3) Global CA ---> User B
(4) User B ---> User A
//public key agent4 received

Issuer: Public Key Agent 1
subject: Public Key Agent 4
Delegate: TRUE
Authority: *
Validity: 2001/04/05~2001/04/07
Chain-Ruled Delegation

In the generic chain-ruled delegation, the authority delegation source is usually responsible for the final authority verification.

The delegation mechanism allows the authority be delegated in a cascade style.

The final service(authority) request agent does not necessarily to be the direct authority delegatee from the service(authority) source.

This delegation type was also able to apply in the safe deals between strangers scenario and when the authority verification agent is different from the authority(or role) assignment agent.
Threshold Delegation

- Multiple agent delegation subjects are permitted from one agent delegation issuer. Thus, the issuer agent’s authority can be split in this single delegation.

- The delegate agent subjects must coordinate with each other to perform the delegation authority.
Threshold Delegation (conti.)

General Manager Bob delegates the operations of (check, transfer, withdraw, deposit) to his agent $G$ on Internet Bank Morgan with account $ABC$ from 2001/04/05 to 2001/04/07.

Agent $G$ says threshold $(2, [M_1, M_2, M_3])$ speak for agent $G$ for the operations (check, withdraw) on Internet bank Morgan with account $ABC$ from 2001/04/05 to 2001/04/07.
Conditional Delegation

Human (or Agent) delegates the operations of \((\text{set of operations})\) to agent \(G\) (or \(\text{threshold}(m, [A_1, \ldots, A_n])\)) on an \(\text{application}\) domain under the conditions that satisfy some regular conditional constraints within validation period.

General Manager \(\text{Bob}\) delegates the operations of \((\text{check, transfer, withdraw, deposit})\) to his agent \(G\) on Internet Bank \(\text{Morgan}\) with account \(\text{ABC}\) under the conditions that the amount of withdraw no more than NT$10,000 dollars in one day starting from 2001/04/06 within 2001/04/05 - 2001/04/07 validation period.
Agent Trust and Delegation Network

The human(agent) trust and authorization problem consists of deciding whether the incoming collected certificates(or credentials) prove that a services(or resources) request complies with a human(agent) specified policies and facts.

Consider the chain-ruled, threshold, and conditional delegation mechanisms can be dynamically and flexibly applied for distributed agent trust management in the multi-agent systems.
Agent Trust and Delegation Network (conti.)

Issuer: Agent 1
subject: (2, [Agent 1, Agent 2, Agent 3])
Delegate: TRUE
Authority: *(threshold)
Validity: 2001/04/05~2001/04/07

Issuer: Morgan Verifier Agent
subject: Agent 4
Delegate: False
Authority: *
Validity: 2001/04/05~2001/04/07

Service Provider
Morgan Verifier Agent
Authority Verification Process

- The verification process ensure that each issuer agent in the delegation network should have the right authority declaration for re-delegation and all of the $A_a - Certs$ are within the validation period without any revocation status.

- Agent trust and delegation logic is based on the authority delegation policies(rules), delegation facts, and query:

Authority delegation rule can be shown as follows:

$$H \quad \text{if} \quad F$$

where $H$ is a head statement and $F$ is a body formula.
Authority Verification Process (conti.)

- Agent trust and authority delegation fact and query.

- A clause with empty body is called a *delegation fact*.

- A *query* takes the form: “F?” where $F$ is a body formula.

- Usually a non-monotonic delegation logic was proposed to handle the certificate revocation problem so in this study we did not explicitly solve the certificate revocation problem.
Authority Delegation Rules

- Morgan delegates the operation *certify* of $I_h - Cert(?ID_h, ?PU_h, Options)$ to E-Trust.

- Morgan delegates the operation *certify* of $I_a-Cert(?ID_h \# ID_a, ?PU_a, Options)$ to $h$-Trust.

- Morgan delegates the operations of *(check, transfer, withdraw, deposit)* to Owner(?ID_h) on Account(?Acc) if IsAccountOwner(?ID_h, ?Acc)

- Morgan says PublicKey(?PU_a) speaks for Name(?ID_h) if IsPublicKey(?PU_a, ?ID_h)
Authority Delegation Rules (conti.)

Morgan says threshold(2, ?S, E-Trust says belongTo(?S, BobOrg)) speak for Owner(?ID_h) on Account(?Acc) if Owner(?ID_h) delegates the operations (check, transfer, withdraw, deposit) to threshold(2, ?S, E-Trust says belongTo(?S, BobOrg))

Morgan says the operations (transfer, withdraw) on Account(?Acc) must less than Balance(?Acc)
Authority Delegation Facts

☛ E-Trust says
\[ I_{Bob} - Cert = (ID_{Bob}, 123456, Options). \]

☛ Bob-Trust says \[ I_{G} - Cert = (ID_{Bob}\#ID_{G}, 783452, Options). \]

☛ Bob delegates the (check, transfer, withdraw, deposit) operations to agent \( G \) on Account(ABC) from 2001/04/05 to 2001/04/07.

☛ Agent \( G \) delegates the operations (check, withdraw) to agent threshold(2,(\( M_1, M_2, M_3 \))) on Account(ABC) from 2001/04/05 to 2001/04/07.
Authority Delegation Facts (conti.)

- Agent $M_1$ threshold-initiate the operations \((\text{check, withdraw})\) to agent $M_2$ on Account(ABC) from 2001/04/05 to 2001/04/07.

- Agent $M_2$ threshold-delegates the operations \((\text{check, withdraw})\) to agent $M_1$ on Account(ABC) from 2001/04/05 to 2001/04/07.
Authority Delegation Query

Do you allow agent $M_1$ withdraw(NT$10,000) on Account(ABC) on 2001/04/06?
Agent Delegation and Certificate in FIPA ACL

FIPA standardization body has produced a set of specifications outlining a generic model for the architecture and operation of agent-based systems.

FIPA has not produced X.509-Based identity certificate PKI for agent, so don’t even mention about the agent-oriented PKI for agent identification, authorization, and trust management, etc.

FIPA Security SIG Request For Information is an ongoing process.
Agent Delegation and Certificate in FIPA ACL (conti.)

We are implementing the agent-oriented PKI in the FIPA-OS (Open Source) toolkits.

Speech-act performatives for human/agent identity certificate management are certificate registration, query, and revocation:

- register – \( I_h - I_a - \text{Cert} \)
- query – \( I_h - I_a - \text{Cert} \)
- store – \( I_h - I_a - \text{Cert} \)
- revoke – \( I_h - I_a - \text{Cert} \)
speech-act performatives for human/agent authorization certificate management are simple certificate delegation, threshold certificate delegation, certificate storing in the verifier rule base, etc.

\[
delegate - A_h - Cert/delegate - A_a - Cert
\]

\[
threshold - initiate
\]

\[
threshold - delegate
\]

\[
store - A_h - Cert/store - A_a - Cert
\]
The proposed new performatives for agent certificate management in this study are quite easy to embed to the XML DTD file in fipa.acl.rep.xml.std.

The ACL encoded in XML only provides the syntax interoperability.

The semantic interoperability feature of ACL in the agent state and in the agent content language must be done in XML/RDF.
Facts and rules stored in our verifier agent’s rule base can be expressed in fipa-rdf0 and fipa-rdf1.

XML/RDF provides semantic interoperability that gives the agents interpret an RDF data model in the same way.
The fact E-Trust says $I_{Bob} - Cert = (ID_{Bob}, 123456, Options)$ might be shown as:

(store-I(Bob)-Cert
  :sender E-Trust
  :receiver Morgan
  :content(
  <?xml version="1.0">
  <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/....."
    xmlns:s="http://desp/schema/"
    <rdf:Description ID="Bob Public Key">
      <s:pub-key>123456</s:pub-key>
      <!-- other optional profiles for Bob -->
    </rdf:Description>
  </rdf:RDF>)
  :language fipa-rdf0
  :signature efa23bcd)
Further Studies

- Agent trust and delegation problem is one of the very promising research areas for multi-agent system infrastructure.

- If we can not handle the above issues in technology and legal complete manner, then the dream of agent system to serve the entire human society can not be in reality.

- We are still exploring a generic global agent-oriented identity PKI with associated identity, authorization, and attribute certificates, which can support the agent trust and delegation process as well as relevant security, safety, and privacy issues.

- The general trust issues for human and agent will be clarified during certificates delegation and verification process to meet those requirements.
Conclusion

- We do believe that the agent trust and delegation problem is one of the most important research areas in agent-mediated cyberspace.

- At this moment, we did not handle all of the human vs. agent trust issues before the agent’s authority delegation.

- Instead, an agent-oriented PKI was proposed to provide identification and authorization trust management.

- In this agent-oriented PKI framework, we have identity and authorization certificates operations under different delegation mechanisms, such as chain-ruled, threshold, and conditional, etc.
The agent trust and delegation logic was demonstrated in one specific Internet bank example.

Finally, we propose some communicative acts for the identity and authorization certificate management and the related XML and XML/RDF encoding concepts were also briefly demonstrated.

In general, we have to solve the agent trust and delegation problem via some sorts of binding from identity certificate, attribute certificate, and authorization certificate in our agent-oriented PKI.
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